## Unify your GitHub experience

Bring a seamless, unified platform to your developers—no matter where they build. With flexible hosting, you can deploy GitHub Enterprise the way that works best for your business: on your servers, in the cloud, or a hybrid of both.
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## Flexible deployment for every business

GitHub Enterprise includes access to two different deployment options: GitHub Enterprise Server and GitHub Enterprise Cloud. With GitHub Connect, these products can be securely linked to help your developers easily work across both environments.

### GitHub Enterprise Server

- **Self-hosted**
- Cloud: Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform
- On-premises: vSphere, OpenStack, Hyper-V, and Xen
- Releases quarterly

### GitHub Connect

- **Unified business identity**
  - Manage billing, licensing, permissions, and policies through a single interface.
- **Unified search**
  - Search public and private repositories from within GitHub Enterprise.
- **Unified contributions**
  - Recognize developer innovation across public and private repositories.

### GitHub Enterprise Cloud

- **Cloud-hosted**
- 99.95 percent uptime SLA
- SOC 1, SOC 2 Type 2 compliant
- FedRAMP authorized
- Features available as released
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## Security and tools to support you as you grow

All GitHub Enterprise plans include:

- Simplified account administration
- Per-seat pricing
- SAML single sign-on
- Priority support with optional premium support upgrades
- Access provisioning
- Automatic sync with your identity provider
- Invoice billing
- Advanced auditing
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Questions about GitHub Enterprise? We’re here to help.

sales@github.com
github.com/enterprise